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AGM 2020 | Julian Tagg  
 
Stephen Hawking is quoted as saying, "Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change". 
With the excellent addition of a hugely experienced board chairman in Richard Pym, 
to control the board room, and Nick Hawker, our Supporters’ Trust chairman, 
involved integrally in all aspects of the business across the piece, we are doing just 
that.  
 
So, after seven years as chairman, I'm addressing you from a different seat this year. 
My remit now is two-fold. ‘External affairs’ is an ever-expanding role which involves 
representing our club on a variety of boards and committees cross the city, county, 
and also nationally. Important locally, is the seat on the Liveable Exeter Place Board 
and the also Visitor Recovery Boards, amongst others, chaired by Steve Smith and 
Charlie Courtenay respectively, have ensured that the club is at the forefront of 
understanding the direction that our city may need to take to in the first place 
survive and, ultimately, thrive. 
 
Looking at the national football picture, with the fluid, ever-changing and threatened 
position faced by the championship, league one and two EFL divisions; it is a picture 
that moves ever faster and becomes ever more complex. It emphasises the need to 
ensure we have a strong voice, not only at the EFL table, but also an ability to liaise 
with and influence other EFL divisional members. This maximises our opportunity to 
ensure that the plethora of changes and proposed changes, Project Big Picture being 
just one example, aimed at the national rules and objectives of and for football, not 
only at the EFL, but importantly also the FA and Premier League, at all times reflects 
our own club’s position and intentions of our club and trust. 
 
With weekly calls and meetings and a veritable deluge of communications ranging 
from Covid direction, to fixture considerations to financial problems and issues, to 
various discussions and views on football matters, this space is busier than ever. 
Now in my third year as the nominated league two support to the divisional 
representative, as well as the seat I occupy on the EFL commercial board, my role 
has been to liaise regularly with half of the division over the plethora of 
issues  across a multitude of problems hugely amplified since March.  
 
Further, our dedication and commitment to Academy football dictates that we must 
have strong representation, again to protect our principles and vested interests in 
this area. This is something that has enabled me to gain a seat at the table of the EFL 
Youth and Player board. It is here that progress on the unfairness of the EPPP system 
were being addressed and gaining traction until we hit the pandemic crisis.Both 
positions facilitate the opportunity to advise guide and influence the L2 football 
family. 
 
Outside of that, the role of director responsible for football is a remit I have held for 
some 20-plus years. Anybody who ever heard Steve Perryman speak would know, 
and he said it on numerous occasions, that he was not, as titled, Director of Football,  
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but as he described it, an ‘aid to the manager’, so in that context nothing has 
changed. As for the President bit well .... it's a massive honour for which I am 
extremely grateful and as always I will use it to promote our club in any and every 
way possible.  
 
Last season was massively disrupted, not to mention convoluted, due to the Covid 
crisis we all still face today. A destined top three finish, a position, or above, that we 
had occupied for most of the season and indeed the week before the season ended 
that would have meant automatic promotion, culminated in yet another visit to 
Wembley. The less said about that particular event probably the better. 
 
What can be taken from last season was that it was another year of positive 
progression. The highlights perhaps were two great semi-final matches; a game at 
Wembley, which we already agreed we won't talk about; being narrowly beaten with 
a very young side in front of a full house in the Carabao Cup against Portsmouth; and 
so much more. The manager and his boot room, all of whom I will talk more of later, 
not to mention the playing squad, many of whom have that fateful day we don't talk 
about fresh in memory, alongside the lessons and learning that accompany such a 
devastating defeat, live to fight another day. 
 
Having been at the coal face of the Football Direction at ECFC since 2003 I've 
learned, having lived through it, at least 4 times, a reoccurring pattern that 
ultimately emerges. What does that mean? It means that there is usually a five year 
cycle in the evolution of a squad of players into a cohesive dynamic team.  
 
Sometimes, that process can be accelerated. One way is to inject a serious amount 
of cash as we've seen so many clubs do and continue to do, or another is to sign a 
couple of particularly talented players, that should perhaps be operating in the 
league above, usually on a disproportionate wage. Accompany that with a 
competent squad of depth and some developing youth players, then that process 
can sometimes be accelerated. Four years can become maybe even three years. If all 
that is considered, it must do so alongside which teams arrive into the league from 
above and equally importantly from below, who are ‘splashing the cash’, or going 
bankrupt. It's from that point a promotion assault on the league can be not certain, 
but at least the points outlined give us the opportunity to understand what's 
required, what's possible and our efforts and intent can be better quantified and 
directed. As an example, somebody suggested I should be delighted about the arrival 
of Salford. My reply was that I look forward to meeting the four millionaires and the 
billionaire! Now it will be two film stars, Ryan Reynolds and Rob McElhenney who 
have chucked in two million, backed soon it looks like by Russell Crowe, we should 
understand they may be a spoiler in our league in the not too distant future... but 
the big question is how long will they last?  
 
My point is that we, as a fan owned club cannot just always behave just as fans. We 
have to understand the realities as pointed out previously and continue, as we have 
always done, to punch above our weight. To that end the succession planning  
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process of appointing the right staff into the boot room and, of course, most 
importantly the appointment of the right manager is beyond critical. Marcus Flitcroft 
our analyst came from the Academy, Dan Green came from the Academy, Wayne 
Carlisle came from the Academy and our manager was not only a past player, but 
came to us as the U23's coach - a position financed by the Academy. It's not there 
just to produce players and it's not an accident.  
 
Therefore it is not an accident that the team is quite literally littered with 
homegrown talent and whilst we are all well aware that the club’s progress has been 
underpinned by income from player sales - Storey, Ampadu, Stansfield, Chrisene and 
of course Watkins - all relevantly recent,  facilitating a much-needed and welcomed 
injection has been always important but even more so in the current circumstances. 
 
Equally importantly is what the boys who stay with us facilitate - Jay, Collins, 
Sparkes, Key, Randall - and those that get ever closer - Seymour, Dean, Kite, Nelson - 
not only on Saturdays, but also keeping us inside the new salary cap. Despite being 
immersed within it, even I find the volume of hugely talented players emerging hard 
to believe, and indeed there's more to come. You will have heard of Sonny Cox, 
who’s just 16 years old and two goals for the U18s last week and not forgetting 15-
year-old goalkeeper Harry Lee on the bench for the first team. Make no mistake, we 
may have injuries, but they are both good enough in their own right. However, 
within the Academy we have recently hatched a ‘cunning plan’…our plan from now 
on is that all players will play out of position, all under false names, in new kit... the 
new kit will incorporate a huge hoody and this will continue until they are signed as 
full professionals for us. Seriously, I can't and won't rest until the unfairness of the 
EPPP is addressed and changed. Progress, as I said earlier, I felt was being made until 
the pandemic took over. 
 
What of the other groups of players. Our U18s are into the third round against 
Bournemouth, of the Youth FA Cup after beating Plymouth in the second round 
recently. The U16s, having won away at Luton to become Southern Champs...  on 
Wednesday night they went on to beat our long term, excellence target, in style, 
Crewe Alexandria 7-3 to win the National U16s Floodlit Trophy (all Category 2 and 3 
clubs). I'll return to that, but if I can refer briefly to my opening statement that it 
takes time to build a squad, we may with a bit of luck be in front of schedule, but 
imagine for a moment how good this very, very young team might be next year. 
Success this year is possible but should be considered a huge bonus. To be in this 
position, twelve unbeaten, is testament to the skill, expertise and a determination to 
succeed, alongside a quite ridiculous work ethic which exudes from our manager and 
is manifested, to a man, in his staff in the boot room. 
 
A final word on the football. If you go to the Cliff Hill Training Ground (CHTG) you'd 
find it hard to see or find any difference between club staff and Academy staff. The 
whole youth to first team process is absolutely and fully integrated, designed and 
committed to achieving our own Big Picture. Our youth is something that has always 
been defended and supported by the whole club. It's something we can all be very  
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proud of and the whole CHTG staff are to be congratulated, thanked, and if they can 
get their noses away from the grindstone, enjoy the accolade. There is no Category 3 
Academy even close to achieving what is being achieved by our’s. Importantly, 
neither is there a Category 2. We are no ordinary club, with no ordinary academy, 
and no ordinary determination to do things differently.  
 
Finally, a word about the Cliff Hill Training Ground facility, where the success 
emanates from and an immense amount of pure hard graft and long hours takes 
place. I'm sure that's something you all realise and recognise. Whilst we have, 
arguably, one of the best training grounds in our division, when the outdoor facility 
is considered, however we probably, less arguably, have the worst indoor 
office/gym/bootroom/changing room and admin facility in that same division. It 
reminds me a bit of our old away end! I'm pleased to say that there is much 
consideration in all boards as to how this can be improved as soon as feasible and 
possible, which will be great motivation and equally just reward for our football staff 
for the immense contribution that it makes to our club.  
 
It's not my remit here, but allow me the grace to thank another part of the ECFC 
family, the CITY Community Trust (CCT) and Elaine who is a valued trustee. The work 
they have done, and continue to do, for our local community and Greater Exeter on 
behalf of our club ensures the reputation of ECFC is held in the highest regard in 
highest of places. It is the birthplace of our Tots sessions that are the next generation 
on the pitch and it's the conduit for the Junior Grecians that fulfil the same objective 
off of it. Equally important is the advancement of the profile, opportunity and 
success of our Women's Development Centre and its two, soon to be three, teams. 
CCT is extremely well supported by the club in every way possible. It is therefore 
only right to thank the club and particularly the Trust for the important part they 
play in so many ways. 
 
I commend this report to the AGM and thank you all from the heart for the 
magnificent effort and unrelenting dedication you all show toward the cause that is 
the ECFC family. 
 
Julian Tagg 21/11/2020 
 
 

 


